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SESSION 129
Presentation Overview
• Story telling through visualizations
• Raising awareness to create empathy
• Razing barriers to implementations
Obvious Facts About Bikes!
• Bikes are ridden by people
• People travel to get places
• People only travel in ways that make them feel 
comfortable
• They have to feel comfortable for the WHOLE TRIP
Implications of these Facts
• Decision to ride a bike starts at the beginning
– Can their whole route be “low stress”?
• Available routes are more important than direct
– Reasonable path of “least resistance” 
• A bike lane is not necessary on every street.
• It also doesn’t mean that a bike lane on every street would be 
enough. 
Industry Background
• Roadway analysis for motorized users is mature
– Capacity / Level of Service / Delay / Models / “Standards”
• Support for non-motorized is less prevalent
– Overcoming inherent biases
– Gaps in systemic approaches to project development
• Increasing number of resources
– NACTO / NCHRP / FHWA / AASHTO










Each of these facilities or markings is useful in its correct context
Increasing Comfort Levels
Performance Measures
• “What gets measured gets done”





• Defining context for desired outcomes 
and objectives for a model
– Meet majority of needs




• How does transportation impact quality of life for 
residents, employees, and visitors?
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Economy








– Habitat and wildlife?
– Carbon emissions?
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What are transportation’s impacts on:
Connectivity
• How well does the transportation system connect 
people between origins and destinations?
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Equity
• Does the multimodal transportation system provide 
people with reliable and affordable connections to 
employment, education, services, and other 
opportunities?
- USDOT Ladders of Opportunity
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“Networks”
• Starting point of assessing performance
• Routable geospatial roadway data 
– Facility types and conditions
• Apply Level of Traffic Stress (LTS) methodology












– Number of lanes
– Presence of parking 
(on some streets)
– Crossing spacing (on 
some streets)
Level of Traffic Stress Mapping
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Example: District Mobility –
Washington DC LTS Network
• GIS Roads and Highways network
– High percentage of surface facilities 
documented at segment level
• Targeted data collection
– “Triage” methodology
• LTS is a “layer” in DDOT GIS 
Linear Referencing System 
network
– Flexibility for scenario planning and 
analysis
Performance Measure Applications
• Accessibility to LTS facilities: census + LTS





– Sensitivity and scenario planning
• Project planning and prioritization
• Planning beyond “Low hanging fruit”
Project Prioritization





• Telling a complete story…..
– Understanding users, needs, and objectives
– Performance measure identification
– Tools to understand infrastructure and network 
• Project prioritization opportunities
– Informed and measurable
– Master plan
Some Final Thoughts
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